NO LAYOFFS!
Who do they think they are?! Even in this bleak economy, Harvard University, a taxfree ‘non-profit’, has managed to retain $32 billion (in addition to other income), yet
it is putting people out of work and plans to lay off more. Layoffs are a burden to our
local economy where people are already struggling and where Harvard has not been
a good neighbor. Harvard is in a privileged financial position where laying off staff
is not necessity but greed. Stand with Harvard workers and community members
against these destructive plans which will devastate many families and hurt the entire
community. Rally to oppose layoffs!

5 PM, THURS, FEB 9, Holyoke Ctr.
1350 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138 (next to Au Bon Pain). Redline to Harvard Square.
Contact harvardnolayoffs@gmail.com for more information.

If you oppose layoffs at Harvard University, please send an email protest.
-------------------------------------------------------Email Harvard Labor Relations------------------------------------------------------------------Tell them that when Harvard doesn’t pay taxes and then puts people out of work they are hurting the local economy of
your community! Tell them that you support everyone doing their fair share during difficult economic times. Harvard
workers greatly appreciate this support. Thank you for sending emails to oppose the University’s plans!
Address emails to: bill_murphy@harvard.edu, (he is the Director of Labor Relations for Harvard University).
cc: harvardnolayoffs@gmail.com
Sample text: I oppose Layoffs in the Harvard Libraries. A University should be protecting these services, and
especially one with the enormous resources of Harvard should not be turning people out on the street.
Laying off workers when there is still so much money available (in part because of a special tax-free status)
is damaging my local economy for no other reason than greed. Please do not do this. The community does
not support it.
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